Partnering with Patients to Establish a Healthcare System that is Safe, Compassionate & Just
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What did the Workshop Produce?

Our Vision:

*We envision a healthcare system that is safe, compassionate and just*
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Six National Goals

Goal #1

*Establish a National Consumer-led Patient Safety Board*
Goal #2

Create Local Consumer-Led Patient Safety Advisory Boards in Every Community in the United States ...and Scotland
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Six National Goals

Goal #3

_institute a non-punitive national patient safety learning and reporting system_
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Six National Goals

Goal #4

Establish a
National Education Effort
on Patient Safety
for Providers and Consumers
Goal #5

Develop a National Patient Safety Awareness Campaign that Emphasizes Patient and Health Care Community Partnership with Trust and Open Communication
Goal #6

*Put into Place Systems that Provide Just Compensation and Alternative Routes To Justice for Patients who are Harmed in Interactions with the Healthcare Community*
Consumers Advancing Patient Safety
Partnering with Providers to Create Change

www.patientsafety.org